Since the first diabetic was treated with insulin in 1922, millions of patients have relied on frequent insulin injections and glucose monitoring to combat the disease and its complications. Improved immunosuppressive regimens in islet transplantation developed in the Edmonton protocol raised the hopes of diabetics worldwide for a complete cure and insulin independence. However, transplant success has proven to be short-lived and accompanied by significant side effects. Using a clever genetic model for conditional ablation of pancreatic β cells in vivo, Nir and colleagues show in this issue of the JCI that the immunosuppressant drugs clinically inhibit β cell proliferation in the diabetic setting (see the related article beginning on page 2553). They also demonstrate that β cells have a remarkable regenerative capacity and that normal β cell mass can recover even in the setting of hyperglycemia. Their new mouse model should aid in the development of improved immunoregulatory strategies and in the elucidation of the molecular pathways that govern β cell regeneration.

Although insulin therapy for diabetes has come a long way since the hormone’s discovery in the 1920s, insulin therapy cannot cure the disease and prevent its devastating complications in the long term. Beginning in the 1970s, whole-organ pancreas transplantation showed that replenishment of the β cell complement could fully normalize glucose homeostasis in patients. Transplantation of cadaveric islets into the liver via the portal vein was not successful until 2000, when a glucocorticoid-free immunosuppressive regimen was used and shown to result in insulin independence even in formerly brittle (that is, metabolically unstable) diabetic recipients (1). This advance increased the hopes for diabetics all over the world for a healthy life and led to dramatic policy changes in biomedical research funding. Because available organ donors would never be sufficient for the treatment of the millions of type 1 diabetics in the world, the NIH and private foundations funded major initiatives to develop new sources of β cells for transplantation, for instance through the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases–funded Beta Cell Biology Consortium (BCBC; http://www.betacell.org).

Multiple sources of cells have been considered as substrates for the development of this cell-based therapy. Among these are embryonic stem cells, hepatocytes, and putative resident endocrine stem cells within the pancreas; yet the success of these efforts has been limited thus far (2). Recent work has refocused the attention of diabetes researchers onto the mature β cell itself, because it was shown using genetic lineage tracing that under normal circumstances in healthy rodents, new β cells are mostly derived from existing β cells (3). Additional support for this concept came from successive labeling of proliferating cells using two thymidine analogs, which showed that adult pancreatic islets do not contain specialized progenitors that turn over rapidly, but rather that most or all β cells have the potential to proliferate (4). What these models had not established is whether β cell proliferation can also occur in the diabetic setting.

A mouse model for β cell regeneration in the diabetic state
To address this question, Nir and colleagues developed, and describe in this issue of the JCI, a new model for the conditional and controlled ablation of pancreatic β cells (5) (Figure 1). Using an elegant genetic trick, they were able to express diphtheria toxin specifically in β cells at a time of their choosing, which resulted in the elimination of β cells through apoptosis. The treated mice were severely diabetic, consistent with an 80% reduction in their β cell mass and pancreatic insulin content. Unlike commonly used chemical agents employed for the killing of β cells such as streptozotocin, there was no bystander effect of the diphertheria toxin, and the degree of β cell ablation was reproducible. The beauty of the new system is that it allowed the investigators to record the spontaneous recovery of β cell function after ablation by simply removing the inducing agent. Remarkably, within a few weeks after diphertheria toxin expression ceased, β cell mass and glucose homeostasis were normalized. This was accompa-
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nied by a dramatically increased rate of β cell proliferation. The fact that β cell mass staged a near-full recovery even in the face of severe hyperglycemia (greater than 500 mg/dl) contradicts the widely held notion that glucotoxicity is a major impediment to β cell proliferation or survival (6, 7).

Next, Nir and colleagues (5) addressed the question: What is the origin of the β cells that reappear even in a diabetic setting? The new β cells most likely did not arise from a reactivation of the fetal developmental program, as the neurogenin 3 gene, a marker of fetal endocrine precursors, was not reactivated in their model. Next the authors used genetic pulse-labeling of differentiated β cells, followed by labeling of those cells that had reentered the cell cycle, in order to assess the origin of the new cells. These data showed that the cells that rebuild the destroyed islets are largely if not exclusively derived from existing β cells, and not from neogenesis or from expansion of non-β cell precursors.

As the authors point out, it is of course possible that in a setting of even more severe injury to the endocrine pancreas, other cells, including pancreatic duct or acinar cells or even hematopoietic progenitors, are being recruited to the β cell lineage. In this regard, the endocrine pancreas might be similar to the liver, in which hepatocytes are able to repopulate the organ under conditions of mild or medium injury, but activation of oval cells or even hematopoietic stem cells can contribute to the recovery when hepatocyte proliferation is blocked.

Immunosuppression: a necessary evil in islet transplantation

Beyond proving the regenerative capacity of the mature rodent β cell, even in the face of diabetes, what are the potential applications of this new model? Nir et al. (5) provide the first example of a practical application in which they are able to follow the regenerative response of the β cell in a precisely defined setting by evaluating this response in the presence of the immunosuppressive regimen used in human islet transplantation. Using the typical clinical doses of Sirolimus (also known as Rapamycin, a mammalian target of rapamycin inhibitor) and Tacrolimus (also known as FK506, a calcineurin inhibitor) during the recovery phase in their mice, they show that β cell regeneration is dramatically blunted in the presence of these agents. Because β cell proliferation is limited and β cell mass cannot expand, hyperglycemia persists. This raises the possibility that the immunosuppressive regimen required for the allogenic islet transplant is at the same time inhibiting the residual proliferative capacity of these transplanted human islets. Likewise, might it be possible to extend the normoglycemic life diabetics enjoy after an islet transplant using different immunosuppressive regimens?

Future directions

Using the conditional β cell ablation model described here (5), researchers will be able to test the impact of immunosuppressive drugs on β cell regeneration as a complement to testing their immunoregulatory efficacy. In addition, the new mouse model offers other clinical applications. For instance, agents and drugs suspected of being able to promote β cell expansion can be tested in a diabetic setting in vivo.
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Advances in our understanding of the skin immune system have a major impact on studies of skin autoimmunity, graft-versus-host disease, inflammation, and cancer as well as on the development of novel vaccines and immunotherapy approaches. In this issue of the JCI, Zaba et al. carefully dissected the complex network of DCs and macrophages residing in normal human skin and defined novel phenotypic markers for these immunocytes (see the related article beginning on page 2517). These studies provide the basis for better insight into the role of important immune sentinels contributing to the maintenance of skin tissue homeostasis and lay the foundation for future studies of the skin immune system.

The skin is one of the largest organs of the body and has a variety of different functions including providing the first line of defense against invading pathogens. Upon casual inspection, normal human skin does not appear to be a major reservoir of immune sentinels and effector cells. However, the absence of inflammation belies the significant number and phenotypic complexity of tissue-resident T cells, macrophages, and DCs that are becoming more widely appreciated by immunologists interested in immune surveillance, autoimmunity, chronic inflammatory diseases in the skin, and beyond (1). Once the primary barrier function of skin (e.g., disruption of the outermost dead layer of cells forming the stratum corneum) is breached, immune sentinel and effector cells are poised to provide rapid and efficient immunological backup to restore tissue homeostasis. For example, it is not widely appreciated that there are approximately 2 x 10^10 skin-resident T cells, i.e., twice the total number of T cells in the circulation (2). A frequent misconception regarding cutaneous immunity is that “skin” equals “epidermis” (3). Once one probes beneath the basement membrane zone, there is a multitude of cells, including T lymphocytes, DCs, and macrophages, that are regarded as components of the dermal immune system and complement the overlying epidermal components to form the skin immune system. The dermal immune system provides a highly reactive immunologically based compartment that is crucially involved in the majority of chronic inflammatory skin disorders including psoriasis and atopic dermatitis (4). Here, we primarily focus on the dermal-based immune system under normal or noninflammatory skin conditions.

**Skin-resident sentinels of the immune system**

Skin-resident sentinels of the immune system include a spectrum of cells, ranging from motile DCs highly specialized in sensing danger and presenting antigens to tissue-resident macrophages specializing in phagocytosis, thereby clearing potentially dangerous substances and mediating tissue remodeling. Langerhans cells (LCs) are dendritic, antigen-presenting sentinels of the epidermis. LCs renew locally in the epidermis and only recruit blood-borne precursors following injury (5). Even though LCs were described 140 years ago, their in vivo function still remains elusive. Recent scientific evidence obtained using LC-depleted genetically modified mice adds...